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Our Education & Outreach Coordinator Chloe Weston had the
chance to chat with the talented pianist of the Cheng²  Duo
about performing with her brother, chamber music, and her

solo endeavours.



Hi Silvie! It’s wonderful to connect with you. We’re thrilled to be broadcasting a recital of yours
recorded here in Parry Sound at the Festival–Catch a Rising Star airs this week as part of our
November Nights Virtual Concert Series! In this concert you perform with your brother Bryan
Cheng on cello, as well as James Mason, Kathleen McLean, Ken MacDonald, and our very own
James Campbell. Please take us back to your experience recording this recital with such
incredible collaborators and tell us about your connection with this repertoire. Is the Chopin an
old favourite?

Both Mozart and Chopin make my shortlist of favourite composers, and actually it was
my first time playing both of these works at the time of this recital recording! Ever since
I was very young, I've felt a strong natural affinity for Mozart’s music—his chamber
music in particular is full of layers that are subtle yet clear and sparkling, which come
together to make up an interesting and dynamic conversational dialogue. It was such a
wonderful experience for me to play the wind quintet for the first time with a refined
group of veteran musicians. The piano is probably one of the instruments on which it’s
easiest to produce a sound, so I always learn so much about breathing, articulation, and
phrasing when playing with wind instrumentalists. Even while discovering this piece with
fresh eyes and ears, Kathleen, Ken, and James² gave me creative room to play around
and be myself, as you’ll hear in the ornamentation I added in the 3rd movement! 

As for Chopin, I still remember really, truly falling in love with playing the piano when I
learnt his famous Nocturne Op. 9 No. 2 when I was about 8 years old, which was the first
piece of “real” repertoire (i.e. not from a conservatory method book) that I got to play.
And for cellists, the equivalent (and basically only) Chopin piece would be the gorgeous
3rd movement of the cello sonata, one of the most beautiful slow movements in
existence!

Definitely gorgeous! This recital is such a treat to have recorded and available to our audience
again. By now, you’re considered part of the Festival Family! You began as a Stockey Young
Artist with your brother as the Cheng² Duo in 2014, and have since returned to the Festival in
2015, 2018, 2019, and then for recordings in summer 2021 when live music was still in a state
of disarray. Tell us about your connection with Festival of the Sound and your experiences
performing here.

Thank you, we certainly feel like part of the Festival Family and always look forward to
our summer weeks in Parry Sound! Over the years, we've developed strong friendships
with not only our fellow musicians from all over the country and the world, but also the
administration, the staff, and, of course, the warm and welcoming audience and comm-
unity! One thing I love about the Festival is how open-minded and adventurous it is: I don't

https://festivalofthesound.ca/event/november-nights-catch-a-rising-star/


think we’ve ever programmed the same piece twice, we’ve performed newly-
commissioned works by living composers, and Jim is constantly putting us in various con-
figurations for the most creative of collaborations. Between myself and Bryan, we’ve
been presented in various duo formations, trios, quintets, septets, and large ensembles,
which keeps things fresh every summer for both us and listeners.

Your dedication to chamber music is so clear through your passion for the repertoire and your
joyous collaboration with friends–but of course your journey with piano began as a soloist!
Your first experience playing piano began on a tiny blue keyboard in the back of the family car
during a road trip to the Maritimes with your parents. Tell us about your journey–were you
always drawn to performing?

My parents are not musicians, so looking back, my path to music was both fortuitous and
natural. To keep their 4-year-old occupied on the long drives while venturing out East,
they packed me in the backseat of the car with a variety of toys—apparently I got bored
quickly of dolls and such, but I kept coming back to this little 2-octave plastic Casio
keyboard, listening to the songs that it could play and plunking around on the keys myself.
I was by no means a Mozart composing symphonies or anything, but I seemed to have
shown enough sustained interest in it that my mom eventually asked me if I would like to
start piano lessons. I began the next year and the rest, as they say, is history! 

Performing is a facet of playing music that I came to love as I got older, but I think at
first I was drawn to exploring sounds and being able to have a channel through which to
express my innermost feelings. I still recall that during my more moody teenage years,
sometimes if I had a bad day I would just come home, hole myself in the piano room, and
vent out my angst on the instrument! To this day it can be a spiritual and therapeutic
escape from the world.

Your studies at Manhattan School of Music in NYC and the Royal Conservatory in Toronto
have brought mentors into your life such as Menahem Pressler of the Beaux Artes Trio. While
learning from him, did you know you wanted to perform chamber music or was this a lightbulb
moment for you?

While in middle/high school in Ottawa, I had formed my own piano trio, Trio con Brio, with
two friends. We were quite serious about it, performing regularly at various diplomatic
embassies around town (once for former Governor General Michaëlle Jean at Rideau
Hall too) and even winning First Prize in Chamber Music at the National Level of the
Kiwanis Music Festival when I was 16. The Beaux Arts Trio’s recordings were always the
pinnacle to me, and they were a huge source of inspiration. I never imagined that I would



have the chance to learn from Menahem Pressler directly one day! I came to know him
through my teacher at MSM, Jeffrey Cohen, who was a student of Pressler’s back in the
day at Indiana (so one could say that Pressler is my grandteacher      ). I have been able to
learn from him both in solo repertoire and chamber music on several occasions—his
most recent parting words to me were that “the search for beauty is endless”, and he is
certainly the living embodiment of that statement, as he continues to dig deeper and
find beauty at age 98…playing chamber music at a young age both in duo and trio form,
as well as having someone like Pressler as a mentor and role model, definitely helped to
solidify chamber music as a fundamental part of my artistic life.

I find it beautiful that this connection to chamber music is expressed through your duo
partnership with your brother, Bryan, in the Cheng²  Duo. As part of the Cheng²  Duo, you have
recorded three albums highlighting music from Russia, France, and Spain. How has your
collaboration with your brother grown and changed over the years? What’s next for you as a
duo?

My collaboration with Bryan is one of my most treasured, as it is truly one-of-a-kind: our
sibling bond goes beyond the familial because we share the profound experience of
making music together as well as being business partners, and as colleagues we have an
unspoken connection as we’ve not only known each other our entire lives but we also  un-
derstand where the other is coming from and share basic common values. The older we
get the less our age gap comes into play as we are now in the same phase of life (in fact
these days people most commonly think we’re twins or that I’m the younger one!), and I
think our best years are just starting. We’ve reached a point in our collaboration where
after playing with each other for almost 20 years, we trust each other completely and
can take more risks and be more spontaneous onstage—lately it’s been the most fun
we’ve ever had while also continuing to strive for the highest artistic excellence and
integrity, and I know that this will only deepen in the decades to come. Next month we’ll
be recording our 4th album and next year we have some exciting tours lined up: our first
2-week tour of the US Pacific Northwest in January, Europe in March, Canada in
October, South Africa in November, and who knows what will come up in between!

So exciting! Your upcoming album is going to comprise entirely of new compositions and
arrangements by living composers. This ties into a project of yours from 2017, An Elemental
Expedition, that also features pieces commissioned for new composers. You speak about
your multicultural background as an inspiration for your music-making. How does the cultural
identity of Canada influence your art?

We have an archival video of excerpts from that project’s world premiere as of now, but 



one day we do hope to make an HD virtual concert of it. Commissioning has always been
a core part of our artistic mission, inspired by our musical forebears like Rostropovich
who commissioned composers of his time, including Prokofiev and Shostakovich, to
create repertoire that is now considered standard. It is our vision to do the same for the
next generation of musicians and audiences, and since 2013 we have commissioned
nearly a dozen new works. Usually these commissions revolve around some kind of theme
or concept, and An Elemental Expedition came about as a way to celebrate Canada’s
sesquicentennial in 2017. 

To me, what makes Canada unique is its diversity not only amongst its people but also in
its vast landscape and topography. Drawing inspiration from nature, we commissioned a
composer in each of the country’s 5 main regions (West, Prairies, North, Central,
Atlantic) to write a new piece inspired by a set of natural elements in their region (for
example, earth/mountain for the West, and wind/sky for the Prairies). Each composer’s
music is its own distinct sound world, and these were able to be complemented and
brought to life visually in this project by a multimedia backdrop with source material
from award-winning Canadian artists, filmmakers, photographers, and organisations.

Click here to view the preview of An Elemental Expedition!

Wow, that sounds like an incredible project! Thank you for the sneak peak of the video!
Another one of your albums features a different collaborator: Georgina Isabel Rossi, a violist.
Together you have recorded an album of Chilean music for viola and piano, Mobili, and have
another, Chorinho, featuring contemporary works from Brazil, in the works! How did this
partnership begin? And please tell us about Chorinho.

Georgina and I met and became friends while studying at MSM (and even lived together
as roommates in our first NYC apartment). She had asked if I would play a set of Argent-
inian songs with her at her graduation recital, and so began our collaboration, which has
centred around 20th-century Latin American music from the beginning. Although there
is not as much standard repertoire for viola and piano as other instrumentation, there’s
actually a lot of great music out there that simply isn’t accessible through published
music or recordings. Georgina is originally from Chile, so it felt natural to dive into
Chilean contemporary music first, and Mobili included 5 world premiere recordings
spanning 5 decades of music. We just recorded Chorinho (which focuses on Brazilian
music) at the end of this past summer and hope to release it in spring 2023.

In addition to all of this collaborative performance, you also perform as a soloist with
orchestras such as the Nova Scotia Symphony and New Amsterdam Symphony Orchestra.
Tell us about this different aspect to your playing. Are you drawn to any specific composers 

https://youtu.be/ZGAn5PITVn4
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when playing solo? How does your experience compare performing solo vs. chamber music?

Going back to my love and affinity for Mozart, I have an ongoing life project of playing all
27 of his piano concerti, so I’ll always jump at an opportunity for that—I’ll be performing
one of his earlier ones with string quartet next spring, which will bring me to almost a
third of the way! As a pianist, one has the freedom and flexibility to create a path that
follows personal passions, and while I do enjoy playing solo, I have also known since a
young age that playing solo recitals 24/7, 365 days a year was not what perhaps excited
me most. We already spend so much of our lives alone with our thoughts and at our
instrument that I feel most alive and in the spirit of music-making with others, be it
playing chamber music or as soloist with ensemble. With the nomadic life of a musician, it
is certainly much easier mentally and emotionally to be around others on the road too
(and even luckier to be with a sibling, for sure!).

In addition to performing, you are an active pedagogue as a Teaching Artist at Living Arts
Collaborative in New York. I’d love to learn more about this! Tell us about your work with LAC. Is
this connected to your work as a teaching artist at the MSM Distance Learning Program?

My work as a teaching artist at MSM began while I was still a Master’s student there.
The Distance Learning program is one of the leading of its kind, using state-of-the-art
videoconference technology to make global education more accessible. Since the
pandemic, teaching and working remotely is quite common now, but this program was
one of the first to adopt this concept specifically for music education many years ago. I
started off giving private piano lessons and masterclasses to students from Nebraska
to London, England, and lately I’ve transitioned more to presenting lecture-recitals to
high school classes and lifelong learner communities.

LAC (formerly the Bridge Arts Ensemble) is a different organisation entirely, and all of my
teaching artist work with them is in person in the upstate Adirondack region of New
York. What I love about this work is that it fuses the roles of performing artist and edu-
cator, as we travel to K-12 public school districts for weeklong residencies to not only
present workshops in classrooms on topics that tie music with general curriculum sub-
jects (e.g. music and math, the science of sound, composing 101, etc.), but also perform
themed concerts tailored and catered to specific age groups. The artist roster includes
an incredible mix of Broadway, classical, and jazz musicians, and our concerts have a
wide range of genres from Beethoven to Thelonious Monk to musicals to The Beatles—
often this is the first time some of these students are hearing live music EVER!

Click here to learn more about Living Arts Collaborative!

https://www.livingartscollaborative.com/


That sounds incredible–we hope to have you here as a Music Scores Teaching Artist some
time soon! But for now, what are you up to these days? Fill us in on any other of your latest
projects!

This season I’m honoured to be the musician-in-residence of Cecilia Concerts in Halifax,
which has given me my first taste of artistic curation, and I absolutely love it! It’s the first
time I’ve been given carte blanche to invite whomever I want and program whatever
music I want in a series (4 times over the course of a season), and it’s been an absolute
dream. I can’t wait to do more of this in the years to come!

Click here to learn more about Silvie's work at Cecilia Concerts!

In the meantime, after going through the above with you, I’m realising more and more
that for a happy life of longevity, one of these days I should learn a bit more about how
to achieve a semblance of work-life balance       .

Thank you, Silvie! We wish you all the best in these projects and can’t wait to have you back
again in Parry Sound. 

Click here to watch the Cheng² Duo's performance of  Nadia
Boulanger's Trois pièces pour violoncelle et piano.

 

(www.youtube.com/watch?v=rghjLzI0jcI)

Learn more about Silvie at her website: www.silviecheng.com
and follow her @silviecheng

 

Learn more about the Cheng² Duo at their website: www.cheng2duo.com
and follow them @cheng2duo
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